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A CELEBRATION OF A LIFE WELL LIVED



HEADLINE NUMBERS

opened to the public including Epsom, 
Malton and The Henry Cecil Weekends

132 YARDS

+3,500

OVER 11,000 PLACES

TO 85 OPEN DAYS
WERE SIGNED-UP IN ADVANCE

said that they had a positive 
impression of racing” 
having attended an open day 
vs 23% of the general public

of attendees 
learned more 
about racehorse 

care after their 
open day visit

95%*

95%*

OF ATTENDEES

AT TRAINING CENTRE OPEN DAYS

Total digital reach on twitter of 
#NationalRacehorseWeek and 

#LoveTheRacehorse:

Total pieces of coverage:

15.28 MILLION
Total video views of any GBR 

welfare related video:

5.12 MILLION
Total PR reach:

25,886,078

582

*From post event survey respondents

yard visits  
introducing 3 MP 5 RACING

TO SCHOOL
OVER 600

young people to racingVISITS

PR VALUE of £1,893,545 from print and online coverage
(excl. broadcast) (10:1 investment return)

RECORD
ATTENDEES}

Newmarket 1,800 / +70%
Malton 1,148 / +6%
Epsom 556 / +39%
(vs. 2019)

#NationalRacehorseWeek
and #LoveTheRacehorse 15.28 MILLION

DIGITAL REACH OF 



CAMPAIGN RESULTS

Audience research Positively influence  
attendees on welfare

95%* of attendees said that they had a more  
“positive impression of racing” having attended  
(vs 23% of the general public) *of post event survey respondents

MEASURE RESULT

Attendees 40% of attendees from 
new/non-racing  
audiences

28% of attendees were 
non-core racing fans 
(Casual 15%, Social 4%,
New 9%) 

Press and Media 
coverage

250 pieces of media 
coverage

582 pieces of coverage
(235 broadcast, 171 print, 140 online)  

Social media  
engagement

Surpass the 11M Digital 
reach of the Hollie Doyle 
BBC Sports Personality of 
the Year Campaign

15.2m digital reach 

Training Yards Participation from  
110 training yards

132 yards participated

Website sign-ups 50% of attendees to 
have pre-registered to 
attend a yard / event

100% of places booked
up in advance

TARGET

+100% overachievement  

+132% overachievement  

+38% overachievement  

-30% underachievement 
*see page 15 for further detail

+20% overachievement  



PR HIGHLIGHTS 
TOTAL REACH

TOTAL PIECES OF COVERAGE

There were an additional 36 features  
including podcasts, blog, and advertorial  

25,686,078 

582

PRINT

ONLINE

BROADCAST

PIECES
171

PIECES

PIECES

140

235

REACH
12,107,920

REACH
13,456,543

REACH
121,498,117

PR VALUE OF
£1,893,545 from print and online coverage

(excl. broadcast) (10:1 investment return)



PRINT & ONLINE HIGHLIGHTS
Daily Mail Online

Heat Magazine

Living Wiltshire

Daily Mail

REACH

REACH
REACH

112,778

2,009,108 21,000

REACH
1,087,548



BROADCAST HIGHLIGHTS

BBC Look North Racing TV 
Sky News

ITV London News Reach: 3,766,000
Reach: 324,000

Reach: 13,459

Reach: 824,001



RACING POST HIGHLIGHTS

I
TIS as idyllic as it gets. On a
sunny September afternoon six
broodmares and their foals
meander around an undulating
paddock at Newsells Park Stud,

one of Britain’s premier breeding
nurseries near Royston in
Hertfordshire.
The mares are relaxed. They have

been nourishing their foals for more
than four months. In truth, they are
keenly anticipating the day when
their foals are weaned away from
them and required to fend for
themselves.
The foals themselves are of an age

when they no longer stick closely by
their mother’s side. They are gaining
independence and indulging their
sense of adventure. It isn’t long before
they gather around us, their
inquisitive noses prodding at the cuffs
of our shirt sleeves, curious to absorb
the aromas unique to all human
beings. In the years ahead their sense
of smell will be integral to the bond
they will form with the staff who look
after them.
The foals are also relaxed,

especially on this warm afternoon
spent grazing and sunbathing on the
lush pasture. Stud farms such as this
are where the two-year-old crop of
2023 are born and raised. They are
nourished and cared for like no other
species of animal. They want for
nothing, not least the care bestowed
on them by devoted staff.
“If I was a horse living in a paddock

like this, I’d think life was pretty
good,” says Julian Dollar, general
manager at Newsells Park since 2006.
“Our job is to give them the best
possible environment to help them
grow and develop into the best
athletes they can be.”
Dollar has chosen one particular

foal for us to contemplate at length.

He is a chestnut colt by Waldgeist,
whose haul of four Group 1 triumphs
included the 2019 Prix de l’Arc de
Triomphe, in which he overhauled
Enable by a length and three-
quarters.
Waldgeist was bred jointly by

Newsells Park and Ammerland Stud,
and raced by them in partnership.
The foal is fromWaldgeist’s first crop;
there is keen anticipation about how
he will fare as a stallion.
This particular foal makes a fine

advertisement for Waldgeist. He has
good, clean limbs that have required
no attention since he was foaled on
April 19. This is not always the case:
some foals are born with problems
which, if left unattended, will
compromise their ability to achieve
their full potential.
“It was a straightforward foaling,”

Dollar recalls. “When he was foaled
we ran a very thorough assessment
and series of checks on him, together
with our vet. After 24 hours we took
some blood tests to make sure
everything was as it should be. And
when all of that came back fine, we
turned the mare and foal out together
in a small paddock so that they could
create a bond between them, which is
very important.”
The Waldgeist foal is out of Date

With Destiny, who is unique in
herself. She is the only horse ever
sired by George Washington, the
2,000 Guineas and Queen Elizabeth II
Stakes winner who spent one
truncated season at stud when his
fertility all but failed him. The only
live foal born from that brief stint was
Date With Destiny.
A winner and Listed-placed on the

track, Date With Destiny was bought
by Newsells Park at the end of her
racing days for 185,000gns. Her best
produce to date is Beautiful Morning,
a Group 3 winner by Galileo.
Since Waldgeist is by Galileo, it

made sense to mate Date With
Destiny with Waldgeist to replicate a
previously successful formula. The
chestnut foal grazing happily
alongside his mother at Newsells Park
today is a three-parts brother to
Beautiful Morning, and thus a
valuable asset.
Valuable or otherwise, all foals at

Newsells Park receive the same
attention from the day they are born,

raised in optimum conditions and
cared for with the same commitment
parents make to their own children.
In so far as finances permit, nothing
is spared.
“We are spoiled rotten here,” says

Dollar. “Newsells Park is a beautiful
stud with wonderful land on which to
raise horses. A Derby winner [Parthia
in 1959] was bred here before we
came, and we have bred a dozen
Group 1 winners in the last ten years.
But what makes us so very lucky is
that I have a great team working with
me. They are dedicated; they take a
lot of pride in their work.”
After Date With Destiny and her

Waldgeist foal grazed alone for the
first two weeks, they were introduced
to another mare with a foal of the
same age in a slightly bigger paddock.
“We created a group of four,” says

Dollar. “After that, another mare and
her foal were introduced to the group,
again in a bigger paddock, and that
group formed their own bond. The
idea is that the foals become friends.”
This is an integral aspect of rearing

foals. Horses are creatures of flight.
Any change in their circumstances
can put mares and foals on edge,
which could easily prompt them to
gallop flat out across the paddock.
“We want them to gallop around to

help their development but we want
them to do it in the safest possible
way,” explains Dollar. “We don’t like it
if a mare gets stressed and gallops
about with her foal shouting behind
her, straining hard to keep up. Foals
that have to come into a box with
problems or growth issu
become headaches.
“The ones that don’t

need much
interference are the
ones that tend to do
the best [as
racehorses]. We want

them to canter around over the
undulations, going up and down hills
to develop their muscles, but in a
controlled way.
“Once the foals start living out in

the paddocks all the time, they just
fly. They rarely have problems and
Mother Nature does the work for you.
When a foal is doing well the best
thing is to leave it alone and interfere
as little as possible.”
The policy at Newsells Park is for

the stock to stay out in the paddocks
for as long as possible, until the
weather dictates otherwise.
“To have the horses out for 20-22

hours a day, as opposed to six or
seven if they were brought into boxes
overnight, must be a good thing,”
argues Dollar.
“As they get older they come in

during the day for two or three hours
to be fed and handled. Until then, we
try to let them be horses. It must be
good for them to move around and
gallop about, although in my
experience thoroughbreds seem to
spend all day trying to find ways to
hurt themselves.”

A
SEMINAL moment in
any foal’s life arrives
when it is weaned –
usually when it is five
months old. Again,

reducing levels of potential stress is
the key. At five months most foals
have gained a degree of autonomy
from their mothers and mingle freely
with one another.

The weaning process is long
shed at Newsells Park.
mares are quietly
ithdrawn from the
paddock and are out of
sight before their foals
realise it. When they
do, the foals might
call out while running
around in search of
heir mothers.
owever, they soon
e down to a life of

grazing without access to their
mother’s milk. Before long all the
mares are withdrawn to leave a
paddock full of weanlings.
The weanlings are now fully

independent, but not without
assistance. That comes in the shape
of the stud’s staff, who keep a close

eye on them throughout the day. Two
of them, Carey Plummer and Brittany
Rushworth, are barn leaders with
responsibilities for weanlings that
graze the pasture until December.
Plummer, who is of Jamaican

descent, arrived in England aged
eight to join his mother, who settled
here 30 years ago. As a young child he
spent much of his time at the
racetrack in Jamaica.
“I got a buzz from it,” reflects

Plummer. “I tried to become a jockey
but I was too tall, too heavy. I was
always fascinated by pedigrees and
came to Newsells Park more than four
years ago from Crimbourne Stud.
Before that I completed the Diploma
Course at the National Stud [in
Newmarket].”
Plummer’s laid-back temperament

is ideal for interacting with weanlings,
who can feel a little vulnerable
immediately after weaning.
“When you come in to work every

morning the horses take away every
stress you feel in a natural way,” he
says. “If the weanlings start to play up
I will spend a bit more time with
them, handling them. You have to get
into their minds very early. The more
you handle them, the better they are.
“It makes it much easier for them

when they go into training if they are
well mannered and used to people. If
you treat them with respect, they will
do the same to you. Bad people ruin
horses.”
This, then, is how foals are raised

‘If I was a horse
living in apaddock
like this, I’d think
lifewas pretty good’

Carey Plummer with the Waldgeist
foal and her mother Date With
Destiny (main picture); general
manager Julian Dollar and two foals
(top right); Nathaniel with his stallion
man David Porter-Mackrell

Julian Muscat goes
to Newsells Park
Stud to see
how foals
are reared
and nurtured
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‘If you treat
horses with
respect, they will do
the same to you. Bad
people ruin horses’
Carey Plummer

LIFE OF A RACEHORSE
Five-part series focusing on racehorses at different stages of their lives

Monday, September 13, 2021 racingpost.com10

Grade 1 winner Poetic Rhythm
(Lucy Hughes) is put to good
use at the British Racing School
in Newmarket, where Grant
Harris (right) is chief executive

Senior features writer Peter
Thomas finds ex-racehorses
enjoying their retirement at
the British Racing School
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LIFE OF A RACEHORSE
Five-part series focusing on racehorses at different stages of their lives

‘People care – and the love for
old racehorses shines through
years down the line’ T

OUCH THE SKY was once a very hot property.
Although expectations would have been managed at
Lordship Stud, as a son of Derby winner Sea The Stars
and Oaks winner Love Divine he might have been
expected to turn out pretty useful, with a long-term

value to match.
That was then, though, and this is now. The blue-blooded

gelding spent two seasons on the sidelines with injury, won a
couple of Class 4 handicaps for David Elsworth and was finally
retired at the age of five, having reached a handicap mark of 85
that did scant justice to his pedigree. Then he was sold, for the
princely sum of £1.

The buyer was the British Racing School in Newmarket, where
the contented under-achiever is now enjoying his second career

Friday, September 17, 2021 racingpost.com6

J Worcester 1.15 38 | F Thirsk 1.00 20 | F Brighton 2.10 32 | AW Kempton 4.45 46Today’s cards
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LIFE OF A
RACEHORSE

My favou
racehorse
Lee Mottershea
page 8

David Carr
at Malton
Open Day
Page 9
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Foals in focus in the first of a special series
for National Racehorse Week Pages 10-11

c
k

as Teona fells
Snowfall Page 3

Arc
shock

T f ll

Death of Big
Buck’s owner
Andy Stewart
Tributes, page 9

Johnny’s joy
Classic success as a trainer in
Irish St Leger for Classic-winning
jockey Murtagh Page 2

Appleby on the
Guineas trail
Latest Godolphin star
emerges in National Stakes
Page 4

He’s my man: winning jockey Ben Coen is
congratulated by trainer Johnny Murtagh
after steering Sonnyboyliston to success

PATRICK McCANN (RACINGPOST.COM/PHOTOS)

£3.90Friday, September 17, 2021
Issue No. 12,032

Stay ahead of the field with the free Racing Post app

F Ayr 1.00 54 | F Newbury 1.15 22 | J Newton Abbot 1.53 30 | AW Kempton 4.50 34 | J Downpatrick 1.25 46 | AW Dundalk 4.40 70Today’s cards

Peter Thomas visits the British Racing School in Newmark
for the final part of our Life Of A Racehorse series, pages 6

THE EX-RACEHORSES
ENJOYING

AN ACTIVE
RETIREMENT

ket
6-7

Shadwell to sell ‘substantial’
number of horses to focus
on quality

purchases.
Following the death of Sheikh

Hamdan, the older brother of
SheikhMohammed, inMarch at the
age of 75, it was confirmed Shadwell
would continue to be operated by
his family, with his daughter
Sheikha Hissa bint Hamdan Al
Maktoum taking a more prominent
role.
In a statement re leased by

Continues pages 2

Star turn: unbeaten colt
Baaeed has been flying
the flag on the track for
Shadwell this season

By Peter Scargill

SHADWELL ESTATES, the racing and breeding
operation of the late Hamdan Al Maktoum, is set to
significantly contract after a global reorganisation of
one of the largest bloodstock empires ever created
was announced yesterday.
The process will begin with Shadwell selling

a “substant ia l” vo lume of i t s s tock ,
comprising yearlings, broodmares and
horses in training, at the sales before the
end of the year, while a statement
from the organisation made no
reference to any potential yearling

Russell
raring
to go on
return
to action
David Jennings
Deputy Ireland editor

DAVY RUSSELL, the eighth
most successful jump jockey of
all time, says he is ready to rock
and roll and really looking
forward to his eagerly awaited
comeback from a career-
threatening injury at Downpat-
rick today with two rides for
Gordon Elliott.
The 42-year-old has ridden

1,502 winners in a stel lar
26-year career, just 87 winners
shy of Paul Carberry in seventh,
but it looked like that might be
his final tally following a fall
f rom Doctor Duf fy in the
Munster National at Limerick
that has kept him out of action
since October.
Russell suffered horrific

injuries to his vertebrae and
the recovery process included
Continues page 3
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SOCIAL MEDIA
SENSATIONS

MEET ROSIE
AND BEAN

That's Rosie Margarson and eight-year-old Caribbean Spring

– focus of today's Life Of A Racehorse Pages 6-7

‘He’s another
level’

Sonnyboyliston’s
owner-breeder
Liam Clarke in a

knockout Bloodstock
Big Read,
pages 14-15

STARS IN
THEIR EYES
Lowdown on the

autumn yearling sales
24-page

supplement inside

‘I feel for the staff. Racing
has to get with the times’
Leading jockey McDonald backs
workforce over extra fixtures
By Peter Scargill

RACING’S decision-makers were
urged to “get with the times”
yesterday as professionals came out
in support of the anger expressed
by the National Association of
Racing Staff (Nars) over a surprise
increase in weekend fixtures in
Britain next year.

The views from leading jockey PJ
McDonald (right) tallied with those
of former champion Flat trainer
Richard Hannon, who labelled the
weekend programme for 2022 as
“crazy”, adding that it was “harsh”
on stable staff.

McDonald, joint-president of the
PJA board, said yesterday that he
“100 per cent understood” the
plight of stable staff and that recog-
nition of the extra meetings on
Sundays should be reflected in the
weekday racing programme.

“Every meeting we go to they go
to as well – it’s that simple,” he said.
“But in some ways we’re lucky that
we ride out some days, but they
have to do it every morning and go
racing, so you can see why they
would be frustrated with the fixture
list for next year.

“You know with the staff that the
Continues page 3

EDWARD WHITAKER (RACINGPOST.COM/PHOTOS)

EYE INJURY FORCES
DANNY COOK
RETIREMENT
PAGE 5

£3.90Wednesday, September 15, 2021
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AND

AT HOME WITH THE
GOSDENS
STRADIVARIUS

Part three of our Life of a
Racehorse series, pages 6-7
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‘It’s a slap in
the face’ –
stable staff
boss’s anger
over fixtures
By Peter Scargill

NEXT year ’s fixture list in
Britain is a “slap in the face” for
stable staff, whose welfare has
been disregarded following an
increase in weekend meetings,
according to National Associa-
tion of Racing Staff (Nars) boss
George McGrath.

The fury expressed by the
stable staff union at the 2022
fixture list comes at a time
when the sport is wrestling
with its lowest field sizes for 25
years, a situation the BHA

yesterday said was “disap-
point ing” and that i t was
looking into in depth.

Eight additional Sunday
me e t i n g s a nd t e n e x t r a
Sa tu rday mee t ing s we re
announced on Monday, with
the Horseracing Bettors Forum
(HBF) also disappointed at the
lack of reduction in racedays
and the creat ion of more
“congested” Saturdays during
the summer.

McGrath yesterday said his
members were angered that
Continues page 8

Elliott back
on track after
suspension
David Jennings
at Punchestown,
page 3

£3.90Tuesday, September 14, 2021
Issue No. 12,029

Stay ahead of the field with the free Racing Post app

F Yarmouth 1.50 42 | F Redcar 1.10 16 | J Fontwell 1.00 24 | AW Wolverhampton 4.50 32 | F Punchestown 1.30 50Today’s cards

BETTING
SUPPLEMENT
24-page guide with top
tips, team-by-team guide,
stats and much more

CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

T

NS LIFE OF A
RACEHORSE
The focus turns to
two-year-olds in
our five-part series

Farewell to a favourite
Henderson pays tribute
as the mighty four-time
Cheltenham Festival
winner Altior is retired

CONCERNS OVER EXTRA SATURDAY MEETINGS AS 2022 FIXTURE LIST IS PUBLISHED PAGE 9
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By James Burn
Lambourn correspondent

ALTIOR, who slipped seam-
lessly into the big boots of the
mighty Sprinter Sacre as the
kingpin at Nicky Henderson’s
powerful yard and set a world
record of 19 consecutive wins
over jumps, has been retired.
Owned by ar t his tor ian

Patr ic ia Pugh, Alt ior also
captured the Supreme, Arkle
and a brace of Champion
Chases at the Cheltenham
Festival between 2016 and
2019, while he recorded other

top-level tr iumphs in the
Henry VIII Novices’ Chase,
Tingle Creek, Clarence House
and Celebration Chase, which
he won three times.
His winning run came to an

end behind Cyrname in Ascot’s
1965 Chase in November 2019
and since then the prolific
gelding has been limited to just
three starts, winning the same
s ea son ’s Game Sp i r i t a t
Newbury before seconds in the
Desert Orchid and Celebration
Chase last term.
Aged 11, Altior, who earned

Continues page 2
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AMBASSADORS & INFLUENCERS

Vlogs 

Instagram posts

TikToks 

Retweets 

Blog

TOTAL REACH OVER 3 MILLION

Chris Hughes Red Shepherdess

Mini Travellers4x Equestrian
Bloggers

TOTAL POSTS & VLOGS

8

18

2

10+

1

2 million followers

327.8k followers

70.3K followers

67.1K followers



AMBASSADOR & INFLUENCER HIGHLIGHTS
Chris Hughes Elphick Event Ponies Teddy the Shetland Red Sheppardess

Elphick Event Ponies
99.6k followers

Chris Hughes
2 million followers

Teddy The Shetland
160k followers

Red Shepherdess
70.3k followers



DIGITAL HIGHLIGHTS
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15.28 MILLION

5.12 MILLION

TOTAL DIGITAL REACH
on twitter of #NationalRacehorseWeek 

and #LoveTheRacehorse

TOTAL VIDEO VIEWS
of any GBR welfare related video

#NATIONALRACEHORSEWEEK

#LOVETHERACEHORSE
1.94 MILLION 128,500

Engagements

4.42 MILLION

STATS ACROSS THE GBR CHANNELS

9.2 MILLION
Reach

91,000
Engagements

3.7 MILLION
Video views

Video views Reach

31,895
Users

174,616
Pageviews

35.29%
Bounce Rate

2:46
Average Time on Page

998 USERS
External Clicks



DIGITAL HIGHLIGHTS

Impressions: 768,369
Media Views: 334,847

Impressions: 12,103
Media Views: 6,547

Impressions: 4,105
Media Views: 2,549

Impressions: 26,600
Media Views: 514,000t i i f



MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
9th August to 19th September

6.2 MILLION 3.5 MILLION 1.3 MILLION
IMPRESSIONS IMPRESSIONS IMPRESSIONS

FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM GOOGLE DISPLAY YOUTUBE

17K
CLICKS IN TOTAL
OVER 2,878

CLICKS
325

700
3K

OVER

LIKES

POST 
SAVES

POST 
SHARES

537 COMMENTS
GENERATED

461 CONVERSIONS THERE 
WERE

 127,313 
COMPLETED VIEWS
OF THE ADVERT

29CONVERSIONS 
THERE WERE

RADIO CAMPAIGN
18th August to 18th September

4 
RE

G
IO

N
S

Cambridge,  
Thames Valley,  

Wiltshire,  
Gloucestershire,  

Somerset 

North Yorkshire

4,352,729TOTAL 
IMPACTS



INDUSTRY AND SUPPORTER HIGHLIGHTS

Stakeholders

Racecourses

47.4K followers 

53K followers 

126.4K followers 

5,021K followers 

8,104K followers 

186.1K followers 



INDUSTRY AND SUPPORTER HIGHLIGHTS

Trainers

Jockeys

4,943K followers 

1,606K followers 

97K followers 

29.9K followers 

4,446K followers 

25.2K followers 



SHOWING HOW THE HORSE IS AT THE HEART OF ALL WE DO

A LIFE WELL LIVED

A UNIFIED INDUSTRY DEMONSTRATING PRIDE AND PURPOSE

AN INDUSTRY UNITED



WHAT DID WE LEARN?
• NRW enjoyed huge support from the industry. Having focused primarily on achieving proof of  
 concept for year 1 and trying to engage as many trainers as possible, in year 2 we will ensure that  
 other areas of the industry are more closely involved, such as closer collaboration with  
 racecourses, owners and breeders and that we use the week as a showcase event for the whole  
 industry

• NRW proved very popular with existing racing fans with 28% of survey respondents being non-core  
 racing fans. In 2022 we will develop strategies to engage with more non-racing audiences and  
 increase the percentage of this audience attending to broaden awareness of racing’s welfare  
 record

• Such was the interest in the open days among existing fans, that the majority of the  
 pre-registered space was taken before the main comms and marketing took place. In response  
 to this, we will both increase and reserve capacity for open days in 2022, so consumers attracted  
 by our promotion are able to participate

• The inclusion of virtual activity and the subsequent strong figures, reflected how important it was  
 to create online access outside the open days to create awareness and impact beyond  
 attendees

• Full responsibility for NRW fell to GBR in April 2021, resulting in a very short timeframe for delivery.   
 With the team again set to deliver in 2022, pending funding, next year’s National Racehorse Week  
 will have the additional benefit of significantly longer lead- times



A CELEBRATION OF A LIFE WELL LIVED


